Examples of resources

This section will introduce you to some good examples of different types of IL teaching resources and standalone tutorials. It is by no means an exhaustive list but is meant to give you an idea of how different material can look and feel. This may give you inspiration to create your own and, in some cases, you may be allowed to re-use existing material.

Example 1: Online tutorial / website – Leeds (Skills@Library), UEL, OU Safari, Uni of Auckland

Example 2: Referencing quiz – ILRB, lib web Anglia link

Example 3: Evaluating online information – Oxford Brookes, VTS (Wise up to the web)

Example 4: Information skills for researchers – Vitae

Example 5: Information skills for school-age children – Education Scotland Ofqual

Example 6: How to train health researchers in systematic review searching – Health Knowledge

Example 7: How to train the public to find good health information – Patient.co.uk, NHS for Scotland link

Example 8: Podcasts – ILRB, Oxford Brookes

Example 9: Study skills – Leeds (Skills@Library), ASK Staffordshire, Surrey Learning Skills Portal, Manchester (My Learning Essentials)
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